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SUMMARY

Eukaryotic cells have a layer of heterochromatin at the
nuclear periphery. To investigate mechanisms regu-
latingchromatindistribution,weanalyzedheterochro-
matin organization in different tissues and species,
including mice with mutations in the lamin B receptor
(Lbr) and lamin A (Lmna) genes that encode nuclear
envelope (NE) proteins. We identified LBR- and
lamin-A/C-dependent mechanisms tethering hetero-
chromatin to the NE. The two tethers are sequentially
used during cellular differentiation and development:
first the LBR- and then the lamin-A/C-dependent
tether. The absence of both LBR and lamin A/C leads
to loss of peripheral heterochromatin and an inverted
architecture with heterochromatin localizing to the
nuclear interior. Myoblast transcriptome analyses
indicated that selective disruption of the LBR- or
lamin-A-dependent heterochromatin tethers have
opposite effects on muscle gene expression, either
increasing or decreasing, respectively. These results
show how changes in NE composition contribute to
regulating heterochromatin positioning, gene expres-
sion, and cellular differentiation during development.

INTRODUCTION

The nuclear localization of chromatin regions is highly ordered

and plays an important role in the functional organization of the
584 Cell 152, 584–598, January 31, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
nucleus (Cremer and Cremer, 2010). The vast majority of eukary-

otic nuclei display a conventional nuclear architecture with

euchromatin predominantly occupying internal nuclear regions,

whereas heterochromatin primarily underlies the nuclear enve-

lope (NE) between the nuclear pores and around the nucleolus.

Although the NE, which also includes the nuclear lamina

underlying the inner nuclear membrane (INM), is regarded as

a silencing compartment, recent studies expanded its role to

a number of other cardinal biological processes, both in and

outside the nucleus (Brachner and Foisner, 2011). Mutations in

lamins and proteins associated with the NE cause a number of

severe diseases (collectively named laminopathies) affecting

diverse tissues and organ systems (Worman et al., 2010).

Targeting genes to the nuclear lamina and peripheral hetero-

chromatin can strongly affect transcription (Deniaud and Bick-

more, 2009). A growing body of evidence from Drosophila and

C. elegans indicates that integrity of the lamina is indispensable

for correctly positioning genes in the nucleus and regulating their

transcriptional status (Mattout et al., 2011; Towbin et al., 2010).

However, this does not explain the maintenance of peripheral

heterochromatin in mammals because release of heterochro-

matin from the NE is not observed by the absence of either the

A- or B-type lamins (Coffinier et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2011; Kub-

ben et al., 2011; Sullivan et al., 1999; Yang et al., 2011).

A unique exception to chromatin organization in eukaryotes is

found in rod photoreceptor cells of nocturnal mammals (Solovei

et al., 2009). To reduce light loss in the retina (which is crucial for

nocturnal vision), the positions of eu- and heterochromatin in

their nuclei are inverted (Figure 1A). Euchromatin is predomi-

nately juxtaposed to the NE with only small islands of hetero-

chromatin present at the periphery (Kizilyaprak et al., 2011;
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Figure 1. Correlation of Nuclear Architecture with Expression of LBR and LamA/C in Rod Cell Nuclei of Mammals

(A) Position of themain chromatin classes in mouse chromosomes (left) and during rod nuclei differentiation (right) (modified fromSolovei et al., 2009). Initially, rod

cells have a conventional nuclear architecture—most chromocenters abut the NE, and there is a layer of peripheral heterochromatin (empty arrow). During rod cell

maturation, heterochromatin is released from the NE; slow remodeling (about 1 month) results in inversion of the positions of the three main chromatin classes.

(B) Expression of LBR, LamA/C, and lamin B in the rod nuclei of representative mammalian species. The right column shows rod nuclei of these species after

euchromatin (green) and DAPI (red) staining.

(C) Phylogenetic distribution of LBR and LamA/C in rod nuclei of mammals. Bullets show reacquisition of LBR (green) and LamA/C (red). Note three exceptions

(rabbit, red fox, and ferret). See Extended Experimental Procedures section for full scientific names of the species. Bar, 10 mm.
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Figure 2. Coordinated Expression of LBR and LamA/C in WT Mice

In all panels, LBR is shown in green, and lamA/C (LA/C) is shown in red.

(A–C) Temporal coordination in retinal (A and B) and nonretinal (C) cell types. The stages at which a cell type cannot be identified are shown in gray; initial low

lamA/C expression level is shown in pink, and light green marks a very low residual LBR level; hatched pattern symbolizes variation between nuclei in mixed

populations (see Results, section ‘‘Expression of Lamin A/C and LBR Is Temporarily Coordinated: LBR Precedes LamA/C during Nuclear Differentiation’’).

(legend continued on next page)
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Solovei et al., 2009). The inverted state develops postmitotically

from a conventional one by a slow remodeling process lasting

several weeks (Figure 1A). Inversion does not affect the high

transcriptional activity of mammalian rods, which justifies their

value as a model of spatial organization of mammalian nuclei in

general.

We reasoned that the redistribution of peripheral heterochro-

matin in rod nuclei and its maintenance in other cells likely

depend on the same mechanism, which we set out to decipher.

Here, we show that, in mammals, there are two mechanisms

tethering peripheral heterochromatin to the NE, an LBR-depen-

dent mechanism and a lamin-A/C-dependent mechanism.

They are used at early and late stages of differentiation, respec-

tively, and have opposite effects on the expression of tissue-

specific genes.

RESULTS

A preliminary immunohistochemical analysis of mouse retinas

for a number of peripheral nuclear proteins in differentiated rod

cells revealed a surprising coabsence of two predominant NE

proteins, lamins A/C (LamA/C) and LBR. From our own and pub-

lished data, it was clear that a lack of either LamA/C or LBR alone

was insufficient for inversion. This led us to investigate whether

inversion in rod nuclei requires the absence of both LamA/C

and LBR.

Inversion Correlates with Absence of Lamin A/C and
LBR in Mammalian Rod Cell Nuclei
The inverted nuclear architecture of rods is restricted to noc-

turnal mammals. Mammalian groups that reacquired a diurnal

lifestyle (e.g., primates) also regained a conventional nuclear

architecture in their rod nuclei (Solovei et al., 2009). If inversion

requires the absence of both LBR and LamA/C, the rods of

nocturnal mammals should not express either of these proteins,

whereas the rods of diurnal mammals should have reacquired

expression of at least one of them.

Using antibodies to LBR and LamA/C, we tested their

expression in retinal cryosections from a broad panel of diurnal

and nocturnal mammals. To avoid any misinterpretation due

to epitope variation, we analyzed 39 species in which both

antibodies were present in the NE in the endothelial cells of

retinal blood capillaries. These cells always express both

proteins and served as a reliable internal control. Mammals

with inverted rod nuclei expressed neither LamA/C nor LBR

(Figures 1B and 1C), whereas all mammals with a conventional

chromatin pattern expressed either the LBR or LamA/C.

Because the transition from nocturnal to diurnal lifestyle

occurred in a number of mammalian taxa, each of the two

proteins was independently reacquired several times (Fig-

ure 1C). Which of them was reacquired had no visible effect

on the nuclear architecture.
(D and E) Spatiotemporal coordination in expression of LBR and LamA/C in the inte

at low magnification (D1 and E1) and representative nuclei (D2 and E2). During di

red’’ (LBR to LamA/C) gradient is observed in both tissues (D1 and E1). In (D1),

atinocytes; arrowheads indicate suprabasal keratinocytes expressing both prote

Bars: B and D2, 2 mm; D1, 50 mm; E1, 10 mm; and E2, 5 mm. See also Figure S1.
Expression of Lamin A/C and LBR Is Temporarily
Coordinated: LBR Precedes LamA/C during Nuclear
Differentiation
The apparent interchangeability of LamA/C and LBR in mamma-

lian rods raises the question of whether the two proteins have

distinct functions in other tissues. To obtain cell-type-specific

data on their expression, we analyzed nuclei from more than

30 different cell types in tissue sections from wild-type (WT)

mice of different ages. Cells were identified by histological

criteria and, when necessary, by using cell -type-specific anti-

bodies (Figure S1 available online).

In the developing retina, the expression of both proteins in

neuronal nuclei is temporarily coordinated (Figures 2A and 2B).

At first, retinal neurons only express LBR. LamA/C then appears

and replaces LBR 10–14 days after the birth of the respective

neuronal cell type (i.e., after the last division of the cell-type-

specific progenitor cells [see Rapaport et al., 2004]). In rods,

LBR expression ceases after postembryonic day 14 (P14)

without initiation of LamA/C expression.

Timelines for other representative tissues and cell types are

shown in Figure 2C. In contrast to neurons (and cardiomyocytes),

other cell types are constantly renewed by the differentiation of

stem cells. In the intestinal epithelium and stratified epidermis

(e.g., lips), the positions of cells at successive stages of differen-

tiation are spatially ordered in a linear fashion. A graded staining

pattern observed in these tissues (Figures 2D and 2E) clearly

reveals temporal changes in expression of the two proteins.

Timelines for renewed cells (Figure 2C) actually show the

differences in expression between cells that are at the same

(differentiated) state but in mice of different ages rather than

differences in the same cells arising with age, as in not-renewed

cells. For instance, differentiated absorptive and goblet cells of

the small intestine are LamA/C negative until P14, whereas in

older mice, differentiated cells of these types express both

LBR and LamA/C (Figures 2D1 and S1A). The crypt cells renew-

ing the intestinal epidermis only express LBR at all ages (Figures

2D1 and S1B). The nuclei of hepatocytes and myotubes (striated

muscle) lose most LBR around P9–P14 and P0, respectively.

Still, they retain aweak LBR signal even as adults, whereas satel-

lite cells that renew myotubes have a lifelong strong expression

of LBR. The nuclei of cardiomyocytes lose most LBR by P9, re-

taining only residual LBR expression. Differentiated lymphoid

and myeloid blood cells do not express LamA/C (Röber et al.,

1990) but persistently express LBR. These results corroborate

the role of LBR and LamA/C in maintaining peripheral hetero-

chromatin: all cell types except rods always express at least

one of these two proteins.

Nuclei Not Expressing Lamin A/C Undergo Inversion in
LBR Null Mice
We studied mice carrying a native and a transgenic mutation in

the Lbr gene, Lbric/ic (Shultz et al., 2003) and LbrGT/GT (Cohen
stinal epithelium of the small gut (D) and stratified epidermis of the lip (E) tissues

fferentiation, cells are shifted in the apical direction, therefore a clear ‘‘green to

arrowheads mark the entrances of three crypts. In (E), arrows mark basal ker-

ins (solid arrowheads) or only LamA/C (apical strata, empty arrowheads).
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Figure 3. Inversion in LBR Null Cells Not Expressing LamA/C

(A) Representative images showing landmark stages of nuclear inversion in WT rods.

(B) Inverted nuclei in thymic and splenic lymphocytes, microglia (brain), and Kupffer (liver) cells. Inverted nuclei lack LamA/C (arrows), whereas neighboring nuclei

expressing LamA/C (green) retain a normal nuclear architecture (arrowheads).

(legend continued on next page)
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et al., 2008). We did not find any differences in nuclear architec-

ture between these genotypes and therefore grouped them as

LBR null mice. We reasoned that cells not expressing LamA/C

in these mice, thus lacking both proteins, would be expected

to invert. To search for inversion, we screened tissues from P5,

P12–14, and adult LBR null mice. Several cell types (out of

more than 30 identified) showed advanced inversion and were

astonishingly similar to mature or maturating rod nuclei (c.f.

Figures 3A and 3B). In all cases, inversion coincided with the

absence of LamA/C (Figure 4) that was confirmed by a LamA/

C signal in adjacent cells of other types. Inversion in nonrod cells

was accompanied by the same changes in the nuclear posi-

tioning of themain chromatin classes and relevant nuclear struc-

tures as in rods (Figure S2).

For a semiquantitative description of the degree of inversion

in nonretinal cells, we compared them to rods at different

stages of differentiation. P14, P21, P28, and adult (AD) rods

(Figures 1A and 3A) were used to describe the state of inversion

in nonrod cell nuclei. Nonrod cells with advanced inversion

(Figure 3B) had nuclei with one to five large chromocenters

surrounded by LINE-rich chromatin, with little or no contact

with the NE; they corresponded to P21/AD rods. A representa-

tive example is lymphocytes, which do not express LamA/C

in WT mice (Röber et al., 1990). WT lymphocytes usually either

have no internal chromocenters or only one. In LBR null

lymphocytes, all chromocenters were internal (Figures 3B, 3C,

S3A, and S3B).

For quantitative analysis, we compared inverted and nonin-

verted nuclei (from LBR null and WT mice) in P5 and P46

thymic lymphocytes and P5 cerebellar granular cells. Using the

numbers of peripheral (abutting the NE) and internal chromocen-

ters as coordinates, we found that inverted and conventional

nuclei occupy two nonoverlapping regions in the respective

two-dimensional diagram (Figures S3B–S3D). Such differences

were observed even for the moderately inverted lymphocyte

nuclei and cerebellar granular neurons from P5 mice, showing

that, if inversion occurs in a cell type, it affects all nuclei. These

data also show that the essence of inversion is the loss of hetero-

chromatin association with the NE (which also facilitates chro-

mocenter fusion). Chromocenter numbers also decrease (ca.

1.5-fold in average), whereas the sizes of the two largest chro-

mocenters increase.

The relationship between inversion and the dynamics of LBR

and LamA/C expression during differentiation is directly visible

in the hair follicle (Figure 3E). In the central part of a WT hair

bulb, matrix cells do not express LamA/C and exhibit pro-

nounced nuclear inversion (comparable to P14–21 rods) in LBR

null mice. During differentiation, the cells migrate along the hair

follicle toward its opening. Differentiated cells at the border of

the bulb are LamA/C positive and display a conventional nuclear
(C) Thymic lymphocytes, FISH with major satellite repeat (MSR) probe specific fo

(D) Transient inversion in bipolar cells (retina), granular cells (cerebellum), and ab

(E) Inversion and rescue of the nuclear architecture in the hair bulb matrix cells. (E1

differentiating keratinocytes (orange and red) are shifted peripherally during differe

at the periphery, with the arrow showing the direction of centrifugal migration. No

Representative region of a hair bulb: inverted nucleus not expressing LamA/C (a

(F and G) Inverted nuclei from hair bulge (F) and crypt (G). Bars, 5 mm. See Figur
architecture, as do the nuclei of cells situated closer to the hair

follicle opening.

In several cell types, Lam A/C expression does not start by P5

(Figures 3D and 4). At P5, these cells from LBR null mice have

fewer chromocenters and a nuclear architecture corresponding

to the P14/P21 stage of inversion in rods (c.f. Figures 3D and

3A). This was observed in the granular cells of the cerebellum,

bipolar cells in the retina, podocytes (kidney), and absorptive

cells of the small intestine (Figures 3D and S3E). By P14,

LamA/C expression commences in these cell types, and in adult

LBR null mice, nuclei of these cells do not differ from their WT

counterparts.

Inverted nuclei were also present in the niches of the least

differentiated and most rarely dividing stem cells (Greco and

Guo, 2010), which presumably have enough time for inversion.

We observed inverted nuclei in the hair bulge (Figure 3F) and at

the bottom of the crypts of the small intestine (Figure 3G).

Loss of Lamin A/C Either Induces Inversion or Is
Compensated by Prolonged LBR Expression
Lamin A/C–/–mice (Lmna-Zp3) generated for this study generally

survive to P13–18. In P13 and P16 Lmna-KOmice, we examined

all cell types that, by this age, normally express LamA/C, but not

LBR (Figures 2C and 4).We observed advanced chromatin inver-

sion in fibroblasts of the dermal papilla of hair follicles (Figure 5A).

However, these were the only cell type where the nuclear archi-

tecture was affected (Figure 4). In other cell types, we observed

a different phenotype: persistent expression of LBR beyond the

stage at which it ceases in WT mice and, consequently, conven-

tional nuclei (Figures 4, 5B1, and S4). A tissue-specific knockout

(K14Cre Lmna–/–) revealed that the compensatory ecchronic

LBR expression was not silenced with age (3 months; Figures

5B2 and S4).

Lbr –/– Lmna –/– Mice Show Inversion in All Postmitotic
Cell Types
Despite the absence of overt morphological defects, double null

(Lbr –/– Lmna –/–) pups die shortly after birth, and therefore, only

P0 animals were studied. We focused attention on cell types that

do not invert in any of the two single-gene knockouts (Figure 4),

in particular, the colon epithelium and skin epidermis as they are

readily identified in sections. Both cell types express LBR and

LamA/C at birth. In the double nulls, these cells show a clear

increase in chromocenter size (chromocenter fusion) and reloca-

tion of chromocenters from the periphery to the nuclear interior

(Figures 5C and 5D). Similar changes occurred in all postmitotic

cell types we identified (Figure 5E). Compared to WT, chromo-

center fusion is strongly promoted in double null neurons; in

particular, inversion in rods is greatly accelerated (Figures S5F

and S5G).
r chromocenters (arrows).

sorptive cells (duodenum) from P5 mice (DAPI).

) Diagram of the hair bulb structure. Dividing cells of the hair matrix (green) and

ntiation (arrow). (E2) A section through hair bulb showing LamA/C-positive cells

te the much stronger LamA/C staining in a fibroblast abutting the hair bulb. (E3)

rrow) and conventional architecture in nuclei expressing LamA/C (arrowhead).

es S2 and S3.
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Figure 4. Correlation of LBR and LamA/C Expression with the Nuclear Architecture in 34 Cell Types from WT, LamA/C-, and LBR Null Mice

LamA/C staining in cones (1) is notably weaker than in the majority of other retinal cells. Cone nuclei are comparable to a moderate inversion in WT retina, and

chromocenter (CC) fusion tends to be enhanced in LBR null cones compared toWT. However, in difference to rod nuclei, peripheral heterochromatin is retained in

cones. A proportion of basal keratinocytes (2) are LBR positive; other basal and all suprabasal keratinocytes are LBR negative. In adult mice, the nuclei of

hepatocytes, cardiomyocytes, and myotubes (w) retain a very low level of LBR. In LamA/C KO mice, LBR expression is dramatically enhanced.

590 Cell 152, 584–598, January 31, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.



As expected, inversion is not complete in the nuclei of P0

double null cells because full inversion needs several weeks after

cell cycle exit (Solovei et al., 2009). The levels of inversion

observed in double null nuclei were comparable to that of the

transient inversion in P5 LBR null mice (Figure 3D). The level of

inversion varies between nuclei because some cells in P0 pups

are postmitotic and some are cycling. Nevertheless, all identified

postmitotic cell types showed a clear inversion, confirming that

peripheral heterochromatin cannot be maintained in postmitotic

cells in absence of both lamin A/C and LBR.

Ectopic LBR Expression Counteracts Rod Nuclei
Inversion
Having shown that the absence of both LBR and LamA/C results

in inversion, we set out to test whether their ectopic expression

prevents inversion. We generated transgenic mice specifically

expressing these proteins in rods (the only cell type where

both proteins are absent) under the control of the neural retina

leucine zipper (Nrl) promoter, which initiates transcription imme-

diately after rod progenitors exit the cell cycle (Akimoto et al.,

2006).

We generated two lines of Lbr-TER (Lbr transgenically ex-

pressed in rods) mice. In both lines, LBR was expressed in

a proportion of retinal clones. In Lbr-TER1 mice, a proportion

of nuclei show characteristic signs of LBR overexpression (cf.

Olins et al., 2010). In the retina of 2-month-old mice homozygous

for Lbr insert, LBR-expressing nuclei show a conventional archi-

tecture, in particular, a layer of peripheral heterochromatin (Fig-

ures 6A and 6C, arrows). These nuclei have two to seven (four or

five in 77% of nuclei) chromocenters, with all chromocenters

being located at the periphery (Figures 6A–6C). Nuclei not ex-

pressing LBR in the same retina were not different from WT

and completely inverted (Figures 6A–6C, arrowheads). In Lbr-

TER2 mice, LBR was weakly expressed, but they also showed

a statistically significant retardation of inversion (Figures S5A–

S5D). Thus, an adequate level of LBR expression is sufficient

to maintain peripheral heterochromatin in rods.

LamA/C Needs a Mediator to Bind to Peripheral
Chromatin
We expressed lamin C (LamC) in rods to avoid potential abnor-

malities in the posttranscriptional processing necessary for

LamA, but not LamC. LamC-only mice are overtly normal

(Fong et al., 2006), and LamC alone is sufficient to maintain

peripheral heterochromatin (data not shown). We generated

two lines expressing LamC in rod nuclei. In LamC-TER1, all

rods expressed LamC, and in LamC-TER2, expression was

very strong but only present in 70%–80% of the retinal clones.

In contrast to LBR, transgenic LamC had no visible effects on

rod nuclei (Figure S5E) at any age.

The inability of LamC to tether peripheral heterochromatin

conforms to the notion that LamA/C predominantly binds chro-

matin indirectly, via a complexwith LEMdomain proteins (Brach-

ner and Foisner, 2011). Therefore, we analyzed the expression of

LEM domain proteins in WT retinas (Figure 6D) using antibodies

against emerin, Man1, Lem2, and NE-associated isoforms of

Lap2 (neLap2: b, g, d, and ε). Man1 and neLap2 are present in

rods at all stages of differentiation, whereas Lem2 is not ex-
pressed in rods at any stage. In contrast, emerin is present in

young rods but is silenced as inversion advances (Figure S6A).

We also analyzed SCA7 (spinocerebral ataxia type 7) mice where

mature, already fully inverted rods dedifferentiate and partially

restore a conventional nuclear architecture (Helmlinger et al.,

2006). Both LamA/C and emerin expression is initiated in rods

from adult SCA7 mice (Figure S6A), whereas the expression

status of neLap2, Man1, and Lem2 does not change.

To test the possible role of emerin, we studied emerin null

(Emd-KO) mice. Earlier studies revealed that these mice are

practically normal (Melcon et al., 2006; Ozawa et al., 2006). We

reasoned that, if emerin is indeed an indispensable component

of the LamA/C-dependent heterochromatin tether, its deletion

in cells not expressing LBR should cause either (i) nuclear inver-

sion, (ii) persistent LBR expression (the LamA/C tether replaced

by the LBR tether), or (iii) emerin is replaced in the LamA/C tether

by a functionally similar protein, e.g., other LEM domain protein.

We analyzed adult (6-month-old) Emd�/� mice and found

neither nuclear inversion in any cell type nor persistent LBR

expression. We also observed no prominent qualitative changes

in the expression of other LEM domain proteins, with a note-

worthy exception of the dermal papilla (hair) nuclei (Figures 6D

and S6B) that invert in Lmna�/� mice. In adult WT mice, these

nuclei strongly express emerin, whereas neLap2 expression

was undetectable. In contrast, moderate but clear neLap2 ex-

pression was observed in Emd�/�mice, suggesting that, at least

in one case, emerin deletion is compensated by another LEM

domain protein. Importantly, our data showed that the expres-

sion of LEM domain proteins is cell-type- and developmentally

stage-specific (Figures 6D and S6C). None of the LEM domain

proteins are present in all cell types lacking LBR, and there-

fore, no individual LEM domain protein could be the universal

mediator of the LamA/C-dependent peripheral heterochromatin

tether.

Loss of LBR and LamA/C Inversely Affects Transcription
in a Proportion ofMuscle Genes in EarlyMyogenic Cells,
but Not in Differentiated Muscle
To determine the functional roles of the two temporally distinct

heterochromatin tethers, we analyzed the genome-wide effects

of LBR and LamA/C deficiency on the transcriptome (Tables

S1 and S2). We prepared primary cultures of myogenic cells

derived from limb muscles of P15–P16 Lmna–/– and Lbr–/– mice

and from their WT littermates as controls. To minimize artifacts

due to culture, we harvested cells after the second passage.

Transcription profiles confirmed the early-myogenic nature of

the cells in our cultures (Table S3).

Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis using GOrilla (Tables

S4A and S4B) and GSEA software (data not shown) suggested

that the loss of Lbr or LamA/C tends to have opposite effects

on muscle-related genes, reducing their expression in Lmna–/–

and increasing it in Lbr–/– myoblasts. To test this finding, we

analyzed expression levels of all genes covered by two GOCs

most relevant for our experiments: structural constituent of

muscle (GO: 0008307) and striated muscle cell differentiation

(GO: 0051146) (Tables S5A and S5B). This provided us with

two relevant gene sets for statistical analysis, whichwe restricted

to genes that had a nonzero expression level (FPKM > 0;
Cell 152, 584–598, January 31, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 591



Figure 5. Nuclear Organization in Lmna–/– and Lbr –/– Lmna –/– Mice

(A) Inversion in the hair bulb of P16 Lama-KO mice. In contrast to the matrix cells (arrowheads), the fibroblasts of the dermal papilla (arrows) do not express LBR

and invert in LamA/C KO mice.

(B) Compensation for LamA/C loss by persisting LBR expression in the skin. (B1) Lip skin of a P16 Lmna–/– mouse and WT littermate. Basal keratinocytes (solid

arrowhead) express both LBR and LamA/C, whereas suprabasal keratinocytes (empty arrowheads) and dermal fibroblasts (arrow) express only LamA/C. In

Lama-KO mice, both latter cell types express LBR (Figure S4). (B2) Compensation in suprabasal keratinocytes in both trunk (top) and lip skin (bottom) from

a 3-month-old K14Cre-driven Lmna–/– (see also Figure S4). Note a fibroblast expressing LamA/C (arrow).

(legend continued on next page)
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frequency of reads per Kb per Mio) in all studied transcriptomes

to facilitate uniform comparison of genotypes and cell types.

Nearly 60% of the genes from the GOC structural constituent

of muscle (41 genes with nonzero expression in our data) were

strongly and similarly deregulated in myoblasts; expression

was reduced by the loss of LamA/C and slightly increased by

the loss of LBR (Figure 7A1). This pattern was also reproduced

by nearly all genes individually deregulated in one or both KOs

at a statistically significant level (p < 0.05; marked by colored

bullets in Figure 7A1). More than 2-fold deregulation was ob-

served in a large proportion of genes, irrespective of their

expression level (Figure 7B1). In contrast to myoblasts, differ-

ences in expression levels in differentiated muscles were much

smaller and without the reverse effect of LamA/C and LBR loss

(Figures 7A2 and 7B2). Deletion of LBR, which is anyway nearly

silenced during myotube differentiation (Figure 2C), had very

little effect on their transcriptome. GOC striated muscle cell dif-

ferentiation revealed the same trends (Figure S7) as the GOC

structural constituent of muscle.

From a statistical perspective, the differences (i) between the

KOs in myoblasts and (ii) between myoblasts and muscles of

the same genotype were significant at the levels p < 0.001 for

the first GOC and p = 0.013 or better for the second GOC

(signed rank test). The differences between the two KOs in

limb muscle transcriptomes were not statistically significant for

either GOC. The correlation between gene expression levels in

our cultures and in differentiating C2C12 cells progressively

declined as differentiation proceeded (Table S6), which empha-

sizes that loss of Lbr and Lmna primarily affects the initial stages

of differentiation.

DISCUSSION

By analyzing rod photoreceptor cells from 39 mammalian spe-

cies and a wide range of mouse tissues from nine relevant trans-

genic mouse lines, we show here that LBR and/or lamin A/C are

essential for tethering heterochromatin to the nuclear periphery.

Absence of both proteins in postmitotic cells results in inversion

of the nuclear architecture with heterochromatin relocalizing

from the nuclear envelope to nuclear interior (Figure 7C). During

development and cellular differentiation, LBR and LamA/C ex-

pression is sequential and coordinated. Initially, only LBR is

expressed and is later replaced by LamA/C, with a few differen-

tiated cell types expressing both proteins. In most cell types,

deletion of LamA/C is compensated by prolonged expression

of LBR. Deletion of both LBR and LamA/C causes inversion in

all differentiated cell types in newborn mice. In mouse rods

normally lacking LBR and LamA/C, transgenic LBR expression

is sufficient to maintain peripheral heterochromatin, whereas

LamC requires cofactor(s). Comparing Lbr–/–, Lmna–/–, and WT

myoblast transcriptomes revealed that a sequential temporal

usage of LBR and LamA/C tethers during development corre-
(C and D) Epithelial cells in the colon (C) and epidermal keratinocytes (D) of Lbr–

larger (due to fusion) than in WT (left). Differences in the position and size of chro

(H4K8ac and H4K20m3, respectively; right).

(E) Increased size and internalization of chromocenters in several cell types from

Bars: A1 and B2, 10 mm; A2 and C–E, 5 mm; B1, 25 mm. See also Figures S4 and
lates with their opposite effects on the transcription of muscle-

specific genes: a decrease and increase, respectively. However,

in terminally differentiated muscle, the differences between tran-

scriptomes were almost nonexistent.

TwoMechanisms Tether Peripheral Heterochromatin to
the Nuclear Envelope in Mammals
Although both LBR and LamA/C are indispensable for hetero-

chromatin tethering, the roles of these proteins are different.

LBR is an integral protein of the INM, which preferentially binds

to B-type lamins. The Tudor domain of LBR selectively interacts

with heterochromatin (Makatsori et al., 2004; Olins et al., 2010;

Hirano et al., 2012). LBR, the lamina (B-type lamins), and INM

are sufficient to build a heterochromatin tether (Figure 7D); see

also Clowney et al. (2012). However, B-type lamins seem to be

dispensable because cells from mice, lacking both Lmnb1 and

Lmnb2, retain a conventional nuclear architecture in the absence

of LamA/C (Kim et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; data not shown);

this may be due to the retention of LBR, which has several trans-

membrane domains, at the INM.

In contrast to LBR, exogenous A-type lamin expression does

not counteract inversion in rods. Although LamA/C may bind

chromatin directly (Andrés and González, 2009; Kubben et al.,

2012), it typically functions as a scaffold for other chromatin-in-

teracting proteins, LEM-domain proteins in particular. The latter

share three important properties with LBR: they are anchored

in the INM, interact with lamins, and bind to chromatin and/or

DNA through their binding partners (Brachner and Foisner,

2011). LEM domain proteins anchor heterochromatin to the NE

in yeast, which have no lamins, and in C. elegans, which has a

single lamin (Ikegami et al., 2010; Mattout et al., 2011; Towbin

et al., 2010).

The LEM domain protein Lap2b was recently implicated

in gene silencing at the nuclear periphery in mammals (Zullo

et al., 2012). It forms a complex with histone deacetylase

HDAC3 and cKrox, a protein binding to stretches of GA dinucle-

otides. Whereas HDAC3 promotes heterochromatinization, the

LEM domain protein binds the whole complex to the NE. The

activity of the complex is cell-type- and developmental-stage-

specific (Zullo et al., 2012), which probably depends on post-

translational modifications known to strongly affect the proper-

ties of LEM domain proteins (Tifft et al., 2009).

Lap2b doubtlessly contributes to peripheral heterochromatin

tethering in differentiated cells but cannot completely account

for all tethering. Lap2b does not target, to the nuclear periphery,

all lamina-associated DNA sequences analyzed (Zullo et al.,

2012). Our data reveal that neLap2 does not prevent inversion

occurring in LBR null cells that are also null for LamA/C. In

rods, neLap2 does not counteract inversion in combination

with transgenically expressed LamA/C (and native B-type lam-

ins). Also, B-type lamins themselves are dispensable for main-

taining peripheral heterochromatin in the absence of LBR in
/– Lmna–/– mice have a smaller number of chromocenters that are internal and

mocenters are emphasized by differential staining of eu- and heterochromatin

double KO.

S5.
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Figure 6. Restoration of theConventional Nuclear Architecture in Rods due to Transgenic Expression of LBR andExpression of LEM-Domain

Proteins in a Panel of Tissues from WT and Emd-KO Mice

(A–C) Retina from a 2-month-old LBR-TER1 mouse homozygous for Lbr insertion. Border regions between LBR-positive and LBR-negative clones, showing

inverted WT nuclei with a single central chromocenter (arrowheads) and nuclei that restored a conventional architecture with peripheral chromocenters (arrows);

groups of WT nuclei are marked by asterisks.

(A) LBR staining (green) with DAPI counterstain (red).

(B) FISH with MSR probe.

(legend continued on next page)
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nuclei from mice lacking both Lmnb1 and Lmnb2 (Kim et al.,

2011; Yang et al., 2011; data not shown).

These facts emphasize the importance of LamA/C and also

suggest a role for other LEM domain proteins in the LamA/C

tether. Notably, emerin also binds to HDAC3, and its deletion

reduces the level of HDAC3 at the nuclear periphery (Demmerle

et al., 2012), whereas HDAC3 regulates heterochromatin levels

(Bhaskara et al., 2010). The other LEM domain proteins have

not yet been studied in this respect. At least in the dermal papilla

cells (also affected by Lmna deletion), the loss of emerin results

in increased expression of neLap, supporting a possible role for

both emerin and neLap in peripheral heterochromatin tethering.

However, even the absence of both emerin and neLap2 does

not result in inversion in striated muscle. Our observations

show that the pattern of LEM domain protein expression is cell

type specific, with none of the LEM domain proteins being

universally expressed in mammalian cells. This is in agreement

with the reported broad functional overlap between LEM domain

proteins in all organisms studied so far (Barkan et al., 2012;

Huber et al., 2009; Mattout et al., 2011).

Clearly, the composition of the LamA/C-dependent peripheral

heterochromatin tether requires further analysis. Nevertheless,

our and published data support the notion that LEM-domain

proteins cooperate with LamA/C in tethering peripheral hetero-

chromatin to the NE in mammals (Figure 7D). Available data

also suggest that different LEM domain proteins (probably com-

binations of these proteins) mediate heterochromatin binding to

LamA/C, depending on the cell type and developmental stage.

Indeed, in C.elegans, heterochromatic chromosome arms are

targeted to the nuclear lamina by a complex of lamin with any

of the two LEM domain proteins (Ikegami et al., 2010; Mattout

et al., 2011). Targeting depends on histone methylation (Towbin

et al., 2012)—that is, using the same repressive epigeneticmarks

that LBR binds to in mammals. This suggests that complexes of

lamin and LEM domain proteins in mammals should also include

proteins recognizing histone methylation.

Temporally Distinct Tethers Oppositely Affect
Transcription of Tissue-Specific Genes and Cellular
Differentiation
LamA/C is a known marker of the differentiated state (Zhang

et al., 2011), whereas our data primarily link LBR expression to

un- or early differentiated states. This difference in the timing

of expression of LBR and LamA/C conforms to the opposite

effects of Lbr and Lmna loss on transcription of many muscle-

specific genes during the early stages of myotube differentiation.

Loss of Lbr increases, whereas loss of Lmna decreases expres-

sion of these genes. This is consistent with the earlier findings on

the delayed maturation of satellite and myotubes with myopa-

thogenic mutations in Lmna (Melcon et al., 2006; Park et al.,

2009; Bertrand et al., 2012). In agreement with previous studies

(Kubben et al., 2011; Verhagen et al., 2012), loss of Lbr and Lmna
(C) Differential staining of euchromatin (H4K8ac, green) and heterochromatin (H4

(D) Expression of LEM domain proteins in WT and emerin KOmice. Different color

where WT and Emd-KO are qualitatively different is highlighted in yellow. Emerin

muscles after P14 (2) (Figures S7B and S7C); neLap2 is absent in WT but presen

Bars: A, top row, 25 mm; A and B, 5 mm; C1, 10 mm; C2, 2 mm. See also Figures
had little effect on the transcriptomes of mature, fully differenti-

ated skeletal muscle, though transgenic expression of LBR

deregulates the differentiation of olfactory neurons (Clowney

et al., 2012).

The same sequential pattern of LBR and LamA/C expression

in diverse cell types suggests that peripheral heterochromatin

tethers regulate differentiation in a broad range of tissues, e.g.,

mesodermal (osteogenic and adipogenic) or perhaps in all

cell types. In mammalian cells, targeting chromatin to the NE

mediates its silencing in a histone-deacetylation-dependent

manner (Finlan et al., 2008), which concurs with HDAC3 associ-

ating with LEM domain proteins. Tellingly, the proximity of the

myogenic master regulator gene MyoD to the nuclear periphery

directly affects its binding to alternative transcription factors in

mammalian cells (Melcon et al., 2006; Yao et al., 2011). This illus-

trates how changes in gene position can switch between regula-

tory pathways and regulate cellular differentiation. The versatility

of chromatin binding by the LamA/C tether, suggested by our

results, may explain how LamA/C contributes to the regulation

of diverse genes and developmental processes, resulting in a

plethora of phenotypically different syndromes when this protein

is mutated.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Mice

WT mice were CD1 and C57BL/6. The LamA/C global knockout (Zp3-Lmna)

was generated for this study (see Extended Experimental Procedures). Tissue

samples studied were from P13 and P16 mice. Skin samples were also

studied from a keratin-limited LamA/C knockout (driven by the keratin-14

promoter). LBR null mice were C57BL/6-icJ (Jackson Laboratory Stock

number 000529) (Shultz et al., 2003) and LbrGT (Cohen et al., 2008). Tissue

samples of C57BL/6-icJ/icJ mice were provided by K. Hoffmann (Charite, Ber-

lin): P5, P13, and P46 mutant mice and littermate controls. LbrGT mice were

studied at P5, P14, and E12. Emerin null mice were generated by us previously

(Melcon et al., 2006); two 6-month-old mice were studied. Lbr-TER and LamC-

TER mice were generated by cloning the full complementary DNA (cDNA)

sequences for mouse Lbr and lamin C into the pNRL-L-EGFP plasmid (Aki-

moto et al., 2006) to replace EGFP under the control of the Nrl promoter.

DNA for microinjection was prepared, and transgenicmicewere generated ac-

cording to standard protocols. Retinas of R7E mice (Helmlinger et al., 2006)

were studied at the ages of 2, 4, 6, 20, 43/46, 70, and 93 weeks. WT littermate

controls were studied in parallel with genetically modified mice (4, 46, and

93 weeks for R7E mice).

Histological Study

Tissue samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, embedded in Jung tissue

freezingmedium, and studied after immunostaining cryosections using a Leica

TCS SP5 confocal microscope as described earlier (Solovei et al., 2009). The

antibodies used in this study are listed in Extended Experimental Procedures.

Transcriptome Analysis

Satellite cell cultures were derived from limb muscles of P15/P16 mice. The

transcriptomes of two biological replicas (cultures derived from two different

mice) of each analyzed genotype were sequenced following a standard

protocol. KO myoblast transcriptomes were compared to transcriptomes of
K20me3, red).

s highlight differences in expression patterns between cell types; the only case

expression ceases during inversion (1); neLap2 expression ceases in striated

t in Emd-KO (3) (Figure S7A); weak residual expression in adult (w).

S5 and S6.
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Figure 7. The Effect of Lbr and Lmna Loss on the Transcription of Muscle-Related Genes in Myoblasts and Differentiated Myotubes, with

a Diagram Summarizing the Affected Pathways

(A) Genes from the GOC structural constituent of muscle: myoblasts (A1) and limb muscles (A2). The difference in transcription level (x axis) is expressed as

logarithm of the fold change, ln (FPKMKO/FPKMWT), for Lmna (red) and Lbr (green). Numbers of genes with each of the four possible deregulation patters are

shown in bold. Green and red bullets mark genes that are statistically significantly deregulated (p < 0.05 or better) in Lmna (red) and Lbr KO (green) knockouts.

(B) Genes from the GOC structural constituent of muscle: myoblasts (B1) and limb muscles (B2). Each point represents a gene, with its expression levels (log2
FPKM) inWT and a KO as coordinates. Gray lines mark a 2-fold reduction in expression (below the red line) and increased expression (above the red line). Arrows

emphasize deregulation trends for Lmna (red) and Lbr (green).

(legend continued on next page)
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WT littermates; in the case of Lmna-KO, RNA samples from three WT litter-

mates were mixed before sequencing. Limb muscle transcriptomes were

sequenced from two LBR–/–, two LamA/C–/–, and two WT mice, one littermate

from each KO line. Sequencing depth was 35 Mio reads per RNA sample for

myoblasts and 7.5 Mio reads per sample for limb muscles.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

The GEO accession numbers for the full myoblast transcriptome sequencing

data reported in this paper are GSE37076 and GSM910296–GSM910307.
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